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Item  Pages 

1.   APPOINTMENT OF VICE CHAIR   

 The Committee is asked to elect a Vice Chair from its membership for 
the 2017/18 Municipal Year. 
 

 

2.   MINUTES  1 - 7 

 To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 24 April 2017. 
 

 

3.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 

 

4.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST   

 More information on declarations of interest can be found on the next 
page.  
 

 

5.   PUBLIC PARTICIPATION   

 To invite questions from members of the public. 
 
Anyone is welcome to come and ask questions without giving notice but 
if you have complex questions you can submit them in advance to 
ensure a more detailed answer. Contact: david.abbott@lbhf.gov.uk 
 

 

6.   EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S UPDATE  8 - 14 

 This report provides a brief overview of recent developments in 
Children’s Services. 
 

 

7.   CABINET MEMBERS UPDATE   

 The Cabinet Member will give a short verbal update on their activities 
since the previous meeting. 
 

 

8.   SUPPLEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN H&F  15 - 16 

 The Committee will discuss the role of supplementary schools in the 
borough and the support provided by the Council. A briefing note is 
attached to provide context. 
 

 

9.   WORK PROGRAMME  17 - 18 

 The Committee is asked to give consideration to its work programme for 
the new municipal year. 
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10.   DATE OF NEXT MEETING   

 The Committee is asked to note the date of the next meeting, which is 
to be held on 11 September 2017. 
 

 

 
 
Declarations of Interest 
 
If a Councillor has a disclosable pecuniary interest in a particular item, whether or not it is 
entered in the Authority’s register of interests, or any other significant interest which they 
consider should be declared in the public interest, they should declare the existence and, 
unless it is a sensitive interest as defined in the Member Code of Conduct, the nature of the 
interest at the commencement of the consideration of that item or as soon as it becomes 
apparent. 
 
At meetings where members of the public are allowed to be in attendance and speak, any 
Councillor with a disclosable pecuniary interest or other significant interest may also make 
representations, give evidence or answer questions about the matter.  The Councillor must 
then withdraw immediately from the meeting before the matter is discussed and any vote 
taken.  
 
Where Members of the public are not allowed to be in attendance and speak, then the 
Councillor with a disclosable pecuniary interest should withdraw from the meeting whilst the 
matter is under consideration. Councillors who have declared other significant interests 
should also withdraw from the meeting if they consider their continued participation in the 
matter would not be reasonable in the circumstances and may give rise to a perception of a 
conflict of interest. 
 
Councillors are not obliged to withdraw from the meeting where a dispensation to that effect 
has been obtained from the Audit, Pensions and Standards Committee.   
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.  
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham 

Children and 
Education Policy and 

Accountability 
Committee 

Minutes 
 

Monday 24 April 2017 
 

 

 
PRESENT 
 
Committee members: Councillors Caroline Needham (Chair), Alan De'Ath, 
Caroline Ffiske (Vice-Chair) and Marcus Ginn 
 
Co-opted members: Eleanor Allen (London Diocesan Board for Schools), Nandini 
Ganesh (Parentsactive Representative), Philippa O'Driscoll (Westminster Diocesan 
Education Service Representative), Nadia Taylor (Parent Governor Representative), 
Vic Daniels (Parent Governor Representative) and Matt Jenkins (Teacher 
Representative) 
 
Other Councillors: Sue Fennimore (Cabinet Member for Social Inclusion and Acting 
Cabinet Member for Children and Education) 
 
Guests: Hiba Al Moosawi (Youth Mayor), Cas Bradbeer (Deputy Youth Mayor), 
Anita Pattani (CfBT), and Gordon Young (CfBT) 
 
Officers: Steve Miley (Director for Family Services), Dave McNamara (Director for 
Finance), Ian Heggs (Director for Education), Alan Wharton (Head of Asset 
Strategy), Will Parsons (Commissioning and Transformation Lead), and David 
Abbott (Scrutiny Manager) 
 
 

1. MINUTES  
 
RESOLVED 
That the minutes of the meeting held on 27 February 2017 were approved as an 
accurate record and were signed by the Chair. 
 

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Elaine Chumnery. 
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Apologies for lateness were received from Councillor Marcus Ginn. 
 

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

4. PUBLIC QUESTIONS  
 
There were no public questions. 
 

5. SKILLS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE  
 
Correction: Under 3.1 of the report, the national average figure should be 7.1 percent 
not 3.4 percent as shown in the printed agenda. 
 
Will Parsons (Commissioning and Transformation Lead) presented the report which 
provided an overview of the current participation rates for young people not in 
employment, education, or training (NEET), the current NEET panel process, its links 
with partner organisations involved and referral routes for young people. The report 
also highlighted the range of opportunities offered through the Virtual School and 
Workzone that aimed to provide young people with the necessary skills and 
opportunities for sustainable employment. 
 
The Chair welcomed Hiba Al Moosawi (Youth Mayor) and Cas Bradbeer (Deputy 
Youth Mayor) to the meeting and asked them to share their experiences and ideas 
for improving young people’s access to work experience in the borough. 
 
Cas Bradbeer addressed the committee about the obstacles faced when trying to 
access work experience. Pursuing an interest in social work they enquired about the 
possibility of doing work experience with social services in the borough but was 
turned away due to concerns around confidentiality. They persisted and did get to 
shadow senior social workers in the department, an experience they found to be 
hugely educational, but they worried that this type of allowance was only given 
because of personal connections they had made - when these opportunities should 
be available to everyone. Other members of the Youth Council reported similar 
issues in other sectors - either no work experience was offered at all or it was highly 
competitive. 
 
Hiba Al Moosawi informed the committee that the topic of work experience was one 
of her key manifesto pledges – she felt it was important to educate young people 
about the need for work experience and how to access it. Many young people 
weren’t aware how important it was for employers and not having it restricted young 
people’s career opportunities. 
 
Councillor Caroline Ffiske asked when the requirement to be in education, 
employment or training ended. Ian Heggs (Director for Education) said the 
requirement was to 18 years old. 
 
Councillor Marcus Ginn asked who was legally responsible for ensuring young 
people were in education, training, or employment. Ian Heggs responded that it was 
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the local authority’s responsibility to provide young people with support and access 
to opportunities – though there were no legal consequences. 
 
Matt Jenkins noted that, while it was good that NEET figures in the borough were 
low, it would be helpful to understand more about the quality of the placements. For 
example, if a young person was in training, was it useful to them in their future 
careers or were they simply being used as low-wage labour? He asked what more 
H&F could do to make high quality work experience opportunities available. Ian 
Heggs replied by saying the council did provide a work experience service to schools 
that offered a programme of opportunities. There was also a bespoke work 
experience package for special schools. 
 
Steve Miley (Director for Family Services), referring to the obstacles around offering 
work experience due to confidentiality, said his service could set-up conversations 
for young people with social workers to give them an insight into the job. 
 
Matt Jenkins asked if there were any opportunities for students to pursue their own 
work experience arrangements. Officers noted that work experience for young 
people under the age of 16 had to be arranged by a responsible adult. Ian Heggs 
said the service provided to schools by the council had a huge range of employers 
(around 1500) and could provide links and advice to young people. The work 
experience coordinators in schools also often had their own links with local 
businesses. 
 
Cas Bradbeer said when looking for work experience all the opportunities available 
were through personal or family connections. They noted that many young people 
did not have those kinds of connections and were missing out – and asked if there 
were trusted online resources that young people could use. 
 
Anita Pattani (CfBT) said that type of service, if delivered locally, would needed to be 
commissioned. There were, however, many reputable voluntary organisations that 
supported people into work experience – information about them could be provided 
to the committee after the meeting. 
 
Philippa O’Driscoll noted that, while there were many providers and volunteer 
organisations in this space, there didn’t seem to be a single gateway to access them. 
Could the council not provide a ‘shop front’ for these fragmented groups? Ian Heggs 
reminded the committee that a similar approach had existed before with Connexions 
but the system changed. Anita Pattani said there was a free national careers helpline 
(0800 100 900) where you could speak with qualified careers advisors. There was 
also an accompanying website - ‘nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk’. Philippa 
O’Driscoll asked how young people were made aware of these resources. Officers 
said it could be signposted in schools more clearly – the information should be 
pooled and shared together. 
 
Councillor Sue Fennimore said this had been an area of concern for a while. The 
Poverty and Worklessness Commission made recommendations around supporting 
people into work and stemming from that the council had been looking at improving 
access to work experience, volunteering, and mentoring. She highlighted the 
supported internship programme for young people with disabilities as an early step 
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towards this - and noted that two of the nine young people had accepted full-time 
jobs as a result of the programme. The programme would be expanding next year 
with local businesses coming on board. 
 
Councillor Alan De’Ath asked if funding pressures had led to fewer schools buying in 
the council’s work experience service (as had happened in the school he worked 
for). Ian Heggs replied that budgets continued to be strained and it was for schools 
to set their priorities. Schools were asking for more bespoke offers now and the 
council was trying to be flexible and respond to their needs. 
 
Nandini Ganesh noted that the supported employment stakeholder network was a 
very positive development and Parentsactive had contributed a lot toward it. She 
highlighted the fact that that young people with autism spectrum disorder tended to 
have very specific interests – particularly in technical areas so would welcome 
opportunities that recognised that. 
 
Steve Miley drew the committee’s attention to the figures for the looked after children 
population in the borough – 78 percent were in education, employment or training 
compared with a national average of just 48 percent. The virtual school team had 
achieved this through intensive relationship building to build up young people’s 
confidence. 
 
The Chair summarised that young people would benefit greatly from having the 
opportunity to speak to people in the field they are interested in – to learn what the 
job is really like. Mentoring would also be a great way to give young people an 
insight into potential careers. 
 
Anita Pattani recommended the committee read the report ‘London Ambitions: 
Shaping a successful careers offer for all young Londoners’, that expanded on many 
of the points raised at the meeting. 
 
RESOLVED 
The committee noted the contents of the report. 
 

6. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S UPDATE  
 
Steve Miley presented the report and highlighted section 4.4 – where the Leader of 
the Council and one of H&F’s care leavers discussed the council tax exemption for 
care leavers on the Victoria Derbyshire Show. He noted that the care leaver who 
joined the Leader wanted a career in the media so, to support her, the head of the 
virtual school spent the weekend preparing her for her appearance. 
 
The Chair noted the disappointing Ofsted result, ‘requires improvement’, from 
William Morris and asked officers to update the committee on the school’s progress. 
Ian Heggs replied that the school was very disappointed, the result was largely 
because of last year’s education outcomes and there had been significant progress 
this year. The school’s leadership were putting the necessary plans in place and had 
the full support of the Governing Body. The Council was supporting them to set up a 
school improvement board and was facilitating a partnership arrangement with 
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Fulham College Boys – an outstanding local school. The Chair requested visits to 
the schools that had recently been inspected by Ofsted. 
 
Councillor Caroline Ffiske noted that The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 
and Westminster City Council had served notice on the tri-borough arrangements, 
and asked for an update on the position for Children’s Services. Ian Heggs 
responded that, under the terms of the agreement, the current arrangements would 
stay in place until April 2018 - unless there was agreement by all boroughs. 
Councillor Sue Fennimore said the new Interim Chief Executive, Kim Dero, was 
looking at options now and more information would be provided as the plans 
progressed. 
 
Nadia Taylor asked why the tri-borough arrangements were ending. Councillor 
Fennimore said H&F had many concerns – particularly around badly commissioned 
services (SEN passenger transport, BT managed services etc.) and ultimately the 
savings and efficiencies that were promised didn’t materialise. 
 
Steve Miley noted that for Family Services around 80 percent of functions were 
already delivered locally within H&F so the impact would be relatively minimal. He 
added that leaving the tri-borough didn’t mean stopping joint services – where there 
was added-value they would continue to share with other local authorities. 
 
Councillor Marcus Ginn, in reference to 4.2 of the report, noted that the council had 
offered to take an additional 100 Dubs children and asked if that number could be 
accommodated in the borough. Steve Miley responded that based on previous 
cohorts around one third could be accommodated within the borough and two thirds 
outside. Asylum seekers tended not to have local links so it was considered more 
appropriate to place them out of borough. He added that taking an additional 100 
children would be subject to full-cost recovery from central government. 
 
Nadia Taylor asked what the total cost per child would be. Steve Miley said the cost 
was variable, dependent on the placement, but the department estimated that each 
child would cost £50,000 per year. The problem with the current funding from central 
government was that it was banded and older children received significantly less 
funding – despite added legal responsibilities to care leavers up to 25 years old. 
 
Nadia Taylor asked for more information on the serious case review (4.8 to 4.13 of 
the report). Steve Miley detailed the case and noted that the review had looked at 
practice in all three relevant boroughs but found no concerns with the support offered 
in H&F. The main point highlighted by the review was that Luton’s social services 
didn’t see the risk the mother’s new partner posed to her and her baby. That was 
partly due to inadequate requirements around transfer of information between local 
authorities – Councillor Sue Fennimore had subsequently raised it with the Minister. 
The Chair added that this case reminded the committee of the vital work social 
services did every day to keep children safe. 
 

7. CABINET MEMBER UPDATE  
 
Councillor Sue Fennimore (Cabinet Member for Social Inclusion and Acting Cabinet 
Member for Children and Education) said this would be her last meeting as acting 
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cabinet member – Councillor Sue Macmillan had started a phased return from 
maternity leave and would be back in post from 2 May. 
 
Councillor Fennimore highlighted the following visits and events: 

 She visited St. Mary’s Primary School and noted it was a ‘wonderful’ school 
with happy children. 

 She attended an event at Wendell Park Primary School for International 
Women's Day. 14 women from a range of backgrounds and careers talked to 
the pupils about what they wanted to be when they were younger and their 
current professions. 

 She noted that the bespoke, disabled children’s resource centre at Queens 
Manor had received planning permission and works were on schedule. The 
centre was being co-designed with parents. 

 She chaired H&F’s Children's Parliament day on the environment. She said it 
was inspiring to see young people from across the borough speak so 
passionately about their commitment to protecting their environment. 

 She hosted a lunch and learn event for staff about autism. 

 Along with the Leader, she accompanied one of H&F’s care leavers on 
Victoria Derbyshire’s television programme to discuss the council’s policy to 
exempt all care leavers from council tax. Care leavers said this had already 
made a significant impact – helping them to manage their finances. 

 
8. SCHOOL ORGANISATION AND INVESTMENT STRATEGY 2017  

 
Ian Heggs (Director for Education) and Alan Wharton (Head of Asset Strategy) 
presented the report. Alan Wharton noted that the projections were much the same 
as those presented in the previous revision in April 2016. There remained a 
sufficiency of primary school places for the next ten years but further secondary 
places would be required by 2021. The impact of the numerous developments in the 
borough would be closely monitored and incorporated into the next revision of the 
report. 
 
Councillor Alan De’Ath asked if the projections for new developments considered 
that many families were being priced out of homes in the borough. Alan Wharton 
said officers used a ‘child yield’ calculation to estimate the number of children in new 
developments that did consider local factors. 
 
Councillor Caroline Ffiske asked what the lead-time was for a new school. 
Alan Wharton replied that for a brand new school it would be around three to four 
years – though initially officers would look at the current portfolio to see if existing 
schools could be expanded. 
 
Councillor Caroline Ffiske noted that the primary places gap seemed not to be 
closing – she asked if it was sustainable for that trend to continue. Ian Heggs 
responded that the council looked at the funding position of the schools to ensure 
they had balanced budgets – if they had high numbers of vacancies then they would 
look at temporary capping. 
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Councillor Alan De’Ath highlighted that the report showed only 14 percent of places 
at the London Oratory were going to local residents, which was particularly low 
compared with other schools. Ian Heggs responded by saying their figures were due 
to the school’s admissions policy. 
 
The Chair highlighted an issue that was raised at the last admissions forum – 
namely, could the council keep track of why families left the borough (benefit 
changes, priced out etc.)? Ian Heggs said the council had sent questionnaires to 
schools to gather information but it was difficult to build up a reliable picture because 
the weight of evidence wasn’t sufficient. The admissions team did reflect local 
intelligence in their analysis though. 
 
RESOLVED 
That the committee reviewed and commented on the draft school organisation and 
investment strategy. 
 

9. WORK PROGRAMME  
 
The Chair requested a further report on preparation for work, careers guidance, and 
career related opportunities. She asked that the Youth Council be consulted on the 
report and that the report author attended one of their meetings to listen to their 
concerns and ideas for improvements to the current offer. 
 
The Chair noted that she had invited the new Supplementary Schools Network lead 
to the next meeting for the item on supplementary schools and a video would be 
shown highlighting the importance of the schools in improving community cohesion. 
 
The committee requested an update on the implementation of the recommendations 
of the Child and Adolescent Mental Health Task Group. 
 

10. DATE OF NEXT MEETING  
 
The next meeting was scheduled for 12 June 2017. 
 

 
Meeting started: 7.00 pm 
Meeting ended: 9.12 pm 

 
 
Chair   

 
 
 
 
Contact officer David Abbott 

Scrutiny Manager 
Governance and Scrutiny 

 Tel 020 8753 2063 
 E-mail: david.abbott@lbhf.gov.uk 
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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham 
 

CHILDREN AND EDUCATION 
POLICY & ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE 

 
12 June 2017 

 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S UPDATE 
 

Report of the Executive Director of Children’s Services – Clare Chamberlain 
 

Open Report 
 

Classification - For Information  
Key Decision: No  
 

Wards Affected: None 
 

Accountable Director: Clare Chamberlain - Executive Director of Children’s Services 
 

Report Author: Clare Chamberlain, 
Executive Director of Children’s Services 
 

Contact Details: 
Tel: 020 8753 3601 
E-mail: clare.chamberlain@lbhf.gov.uk 
 

 
 

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1.1. This report provides a brief overview of recent developments of relevance to the 

Children’s Services department for members of the Policy and Accountability 
Committee to consider. 

 
 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1. The Committee is asked to review and comment upon the contents of this report. 

 
3. EDUCATION 
 

Ofsted Inspections on local schools  
 
3.1      Ealing, Hammersmith and West London College inspected in March 2017 received 

a good rating. A significant improvement on the previous inspection in Oct 2015 
which rated the college as inadequate. Ofsted noted that in sharp contrast to the 
previous inspection, the large majority of learners now successfully complete their 
courses and make good progress. 

 
3.2     Flora Gardens Primary School inspected in April received a good rating, with an 

outstanding rating in the category of Personal development, behaviour and welfare.  
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 The previous inspection in June 2015 rated the school as requires improvement 
and the recent inspection noted ‘the headteacher, ably supported by his senior 
leadership team, has improved all areas of the school’s work since the previous 
inspection.’ 

 
3.3  St Peter’s Primary School inspected in March received an outstanding rating, an 

improvement on the good rating received at the last inspection in May 2012. The 
inspection noted that ‘outstanding teaching over time ensures that pupils are 
exceptionally well prepared for secondary school. In 2016, the proportion of Year 6 
pupils who achieved the expected standard in reading, writing and mathematics 
was considerably above the national average.’  

 
School building developments 
 

3.3.     Holy Cross and Clancarty Road Developments 
The expansion of the Holy Cross building in Basuto Road, in accordance with the 
School Organisation and Investment Strategy, is progressing to programme. The 
building work is on course to complete in July, with final elements of landscaping 
concluded in August. 
The related refurbishment of the former Peterborough Schools building, necessary 
to accommodate the final phase of the Bilingual programme also part of the School 
Organisation strategy, will be concluded as planned at the beginning of September, 
ready for the new term. 

 
3.4     Tri-borough Alternative Provision (TBAP): Bridge Academy and the 16-19 Academic    

Free School 
The designs for the refurbishment of the current Bridge Academy and the new Free 
School buildings have been the subject of a Planning Application made in May. If 
the application is successful it is anticipated that a contractor will be appointed later 
this calendar year, starting on site in January 2018. 
From September of this year the Key Stage 4 provision will be relocated to the 
upgraded Latimer AP Academy in RBKC (also part of TBAP) and considerable 
discussion has taken place with strategic partners to facilitate this. 

 
4. Family Services 

 
Children and Social Work Bill receives Royal Assent. 

4.1      A raft of new measures designed to boost support for children and young people 
will become law after the Children and Social Work Bill received Royal Assent.  

4.2      Provisions within the Children and Social Work Act will lead to a new system of 
regulation for social workers, change the factors courts and practitioners consider 
when making decisions on adoptions, and establish a panel to identify serious child 
safeguarding cases that require review. 

 
4.3 The Act includes: 
 

Corporate parenting and looked-after children: 
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 A requirement for every local authority to publish their local offer for care 

leavers, and provision of personal advisers to care leavers up to the age of 25. 

 The provision of information and advice to promote educational achievement in 

relation to previously looked after children. 

 Permanence provisions in respect of care and adoption proceedings in England 

and Wales. In respect of adoption, a duty to have regard to relationship with 

adopters. 

 Provision relating to the placement of children in secure accommodation 

elsewhere in Great Britain – namely Scotland. 

Safeguarding of children: 

 The Establishment of a Child Safeguarding Practice Review Panel. 

Safeguarding partners for a local authority area in England must make 

arrangements for safeguarding partners, and relevant agencies to work 

together in exercising their functions for the purpose of safeguarding and 

promoting the welfare of children in the area. 

 Provision to combine safeguarding partner areas and delegating safeguarding 

functions for two or more local authority areas in England – allowing areas are 

to be treated as a single area for the purpose of meeting their safeguarding 

functions. 

 

 

Children’s social care: 

 Provisions relating to pre-employment protection of whistle-blowers. Combined 

authority functions relating to powers to secure proper performance. 

Relationships, Sex and PSHE education: 

 Provision for compulsory relationships education for primary school pupils in 

England, as well as sex and relationships education for secondary school 

children. 

Social workers in England: 

 Provision for a series of changes to the regulation and training of social workers 

in England such as the creation of a new organisation, Social Work England, 

which will take over from the HCPC as the profession’s regulator. 

 A requirement for the new regulator to obtain the education secretary’s 

approval for professional standards. 

 New powers for the education secretary to set ‘improvement standards’ for 

social workers, and the introduction of assessments for practitioners. 

Further details can be found at:  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/16/contents/enacted 

 
 

Year end summary of Family Services data 
 
 4.4   General themes to be noted from the data include: 
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 An increase in the number of referrals and Section 47 child protection 
investigations carried out. In response to the rise in S47 inquiries (Please see 
table below) Family Services are undertaking a piece of work to investigate the 
cause and check that thresholds and decision making remain appropriate and 
safe.  

 
 

 
 

 Stabilised and reduced numbers of children with child protection plans. Child 
protection have numbers remained consistent between 100 and 120 with a 
small drop in numbers in March; reaching a low of 93. (Numbers have now 
recovered and are back within our target range). A stable staff group, robust 
quality assurance and effective monitoring systems have been key to 
maintaining numbers at this level. The systemic approach to work with families 
and the implementation of the Signs of Safety model in Child Protection 
Conferences are considered to be significant factors in maintaining lower 
numbers of children subject to child protection plans. The temporary drop in 
numbers followed changes in the staff group and this is felt to have been the 
primary contributory factor. 

 

 From 2014/15 there has been a year on year increase in numbers of looked 
after children predomintaely due to numbers of new USAC arrivals. This year 
the 13 ‘Dubs’ children has significantly influenced numbers. The reported 
figures mask a significant number of UASC who enter and leave the system at 
different points throughout the year.  

2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16
Provisional
year end
2016-17

LBHF 517 501 544 533 658

% Change prev yr -3% 9% -2% 23%
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2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16
Provisional
year end
2016-17

LBHF 142 161 169 105 94

% Change prev year 13% 5% -38% -10%
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Year Ending 
March 

Citizen UASC Total 

2014 195 9 204 

2015 163 22 185 

2016 172 26 198 

2017 175 39 214 

 

Fostering and Adoption  
 
Fostering Assessment, Recruitment, and Placements 

         
 4.5  There is a national shortage of foster carers and recruiting foster carers in inner parts 

of London presents its own challenge due to a lack of housing. There is therefore 
significant pressure to recruit new carers and sustain existing foster carers. Local 
successes in recruitment have come via targeted web based campaigns and 
increased community outreach programs. 

 
 Key Outcomes for the service in 2016/17 
 

 A total of103 full assessments were completed by the service in respect of 

connected persons. An increase of 21 compared to the previous year where 

the number of full assessments was 82.  

 Recruitment of 24 new foster carers. (18 scheme carers and 6 dual approved -

fostering and adoption) This is the first time the service has recruited more 

than 15 Foster Carers within a year and going forward the service is well 

positioned to continue to perform better.  

 The Fostering Team has made more than 80% placements in house with a 

total of 206 households.  

Adoption 

4.6 There are currently more adopters waiting than the number of children needing 
adoptive placements. However, there seems to be a mismatch in the profile of 
children needing placements and adopters’ expectations of the types of children that 
they can adopt. Therefore, the challenge for adoption is finding the right type of 
adopters who can meet the needs of our harder to place children (BME, children with 
disability, older children and sibling groups) 

      Key outcomes for the service during 2016/17 

 18 Adopters were approved and 15 adoption orders granted. 

 11 Children were matched  

 The service has generated an income of £602,000 from trading adopters and 
has ensured that there are no agency social work staff for the last 2 years. 
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COMMISSIONING 
 

The Placement Strategy Action Plan 
 
 5.1    The Children’s Services directorate has worked collaboratively to develop a 

placement strategy that will strengthen practice, increase quality and contribute to 
the savings agenda. 

 
 5.2  Current practice is strong: in-house fostering and placement teams are highly 

effective, with positive reputations both inside and outside of the organisation, while 
the wider teams continue to innovate and drive quality through the Partner’s in 
Practice agenda. Strong relationships with the West London Alliance and their sub-
regional projects further augment practice. However, demographic, budgetary, 
macro-environmental and market pressures still exist and require focused work to 
maintain our current strengths in this area.  

 
 5.3    Six strategic themes for delivery across the next two years have been co-developed 

though market research, data analysis and stakeholder engagement. Stakeholder 
engagement has been across the Directorate and with external partners. This has 
included the IROs, young people, practitioners, local VCS providers and national 
leading providers. Benchmarking, market research, internal data analysis and 
focused audits of case notes has enabled projects and ideas to be targeted to local 
priorities. 

 

5.4     The six themes and highlighted linked actions are detailed in the table below: 
 

 
Strategic theme 

 

 
Actions 

1. Relationships - One placement referral pathway for both 
placements and fostering, and a refresh of panels 
and paperwork around placements.  

2. More strategic market 
management with the 
P&V sector  

- Introduce strategic, flexible block contracts, shared 
with neighbouring Local Authorities and/or the 
wider West London Alliance 

 

3. Align placements 
costs with the level of 
support provided  

- Align placement costs for P&V placements with 
levels of support provided, by introducing 
placement agreements that automatically reduce 
in cost over time as the placement stabilises 

4. Enhanced Fostering 
service  

- Enhance our in-house fostering provision so 
they have the capacity and systems to support 
the new cohorts of complex older adolescents 
we are now seeing 

- Support fostering to reinvigorate the 
recruitment and assessment process, though 
deregulation in assessments, adopting 
marketing techniques in recruitment, and 
exploring incentivising the team 

5. EDT and out of hours’  - Revised processes and systems to support EDT 
so we can offer a 24/7 high quality provision, 
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including redesigning the emergency foster care 
process and list, setting up a fostering 24/7 duty 
service 

6. Care Leavers 
& housing work 

- Develop a wider range of accommodation options 
for Care Leavers so that our offer is reflective 
of the full variety of the different types of young 
people we now support. 

es of proposed 

strategi 

EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 
 

6.1 As this report is intended to provide an update on recent developments, there are 
no immediate equality implications. However, any equality issues will be highlighted 
in any subsequent substantive reports on any of the items which are requested by 
the Committee. 

 
7. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
7.1.  As this report is intended to provide an update on recent developments, there are 

no immediate legal implications. However, any legal issues will be highlighted in 
any subsequent substantive reports on any of the items which are requested by the 
Committee. 

 
 
 
8. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
8.1.  As this report is intended to provide an update on recent developments, there 

are no immediate financial and resource implications. However, any financial and 
resource issues will be highlighted in any subsequent substantive reports on any of 
the items which are requested by the Committee. 

 
 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000 
 

LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT 
 
None. 
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Briefing Note on Supplementary Schools 

Nationally 

Established in 2006, the National Resource Centre for Supplementary Education 
(NRC) is a support network for supplementary schools. It is the only specialist 
support body for supplementary schools and the organisations that work with them. 
The NRC provides: 

 a National Quality Framework to ensure that supplementary schools meet 
minimum 

 standards, with basic policies and procedures in place which best protect and 
support 

 children 

 a free online directory of 2,800 community-led supplementary schools 

 a range of training programmes for community volunteers, local authorities, 
voluntary 

 sector and other organisations supporting the supplementary school sector 

 online resources for community volunteers running supplementary schools 

 advice and support for supplementary schools to develop partnerships with 

 mainstream schools and build strong community relationships 

 advice to local and central government to support the delivery of specific 
projects. 

 
The NRC is funded by charitable trusts, local authorities and subscriptions from 
supplementary schools. NRC provide a voluntary Code of Practice for 
Supplementary schools and an on-line checklist regarding Minimum requirements for 
safe out-of-school provision. A quality Framework covers: 

 Maintaining basic records to ensure children are safe 

 Appointing suitable staff and supervising teaching 

 Accommodating children in premises that are safe 

 Creating an effective learning environment 
 

Locally  

Prevent and Safeguarding Support 

A Bi-borough (H & F / K&C) Prevent network for supplementary schools has been 

established. This extends beyond radicalisation and includes a wider safeguarding 

agenda. Locally Prevent has led on and developed a safeguarding toolkit for 

supplementary schools. A series of workshops were held with Supplementary 

Schools to support use of the toolkit. Tri-borough Prevent is seen by the DfE and 

Home Office as leading the way and representatives from both Depts. have visited 

our local team to find out more about the initiatives we are working on.  

The Tri Borough Safeguarding in Schools and Education Officer has also enabled 

Supplementary Schools to link into the LSCB Safeguarding training. Training 

sessions are specially convened on Saturdays for community groups.  

SOBUS 
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Support for supplementary schools in Hammersmith and Fulham is provided by 

‘Sobus’ – a Community Development Agency for Hammersmith & Fulham, which has 

been created through the merger of the Community and Voluntary Sector 

Association Hammersmith & Fulham (CaVSA) and the Fulham Community 

Partnership Trust (FCPT). 

Sobus has highlighted the vital role supplementary schools provide to pupils in 

learning community languages which are not taught within school timetable.  

Sobus has been co-ordinating the Hammersmith & Fulham Supplementary Schools 
Network for many years. The Network is open to all supplementary school 
supporting children in Hammersmith Fulham that meet eligibility criteria based on 
NRC standards.  
Support provided includes: 

 Network meetings – encourage partnership funding bids  

 Signing up to the NRCS Quality Framework for Supplementary Schools 

 Small Grants programme funded by John Lyon’s Charity, and other funders in 
the past (this has come to an end but discussions are continuing how to carry 
on this programme) 

 Fundraising advice 

 Organisational Development 

 Partnership working 

 Providing regular training sessions, which on topics such as ‘effective 
teaching methods’ and ‘safeguarding’. 

 
Funding changes  
In the future the small grants programme including funding from the John Lyon’s 
Charity will be coordinated by the new Young Hammersmith and Fulham 
Foundation.  
The Foundation will be defining an offer, which will include: 

 Fundraising opportunities – Highlighting suitable grants and bringing 
groups together to form partnership bids 

 Organisational development – Training and support for members to become 
more robust and sustainable 

 Young Hammersmith & Fulham Foundation Small Grants programme – 
Funding that will be tailored for your needs 

 Venue bank – Unlocking spaces for members to access and deliver from 
 
Sobus have noted that Supplementary Schools are: 

 Finding it difficult to access suitable space and facilities. Supplementary 
Schools are looking for support to engage with mainstream school to access 
facilities.  

 Seeking advice and information on funding opportunities. 

 Seeking help from mainstream schools with performance tracking of pupils. 
This would help to demonstrate whether Supplementary Schools are making 
a difference and potentially help support funding bids. 
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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham 
 

CHILDREN AND EDUCATION POLICY & 
ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE 

 
12 June 2017 

 

 
 

WORK PROGRAMME 
 

Report of the Chair – Councillor Caroline Needham 
  

Open Report 
 

Classification: For information 
Key Decision: No 
 

Wards Affected: All 
 

Accountable Executive Director: Sarah Thomas, Director for Delivery and Value 
 

Report Author: David Abbott,  
Scrutiny Manager 
 

Contact Details: 
Tel: 020 8753 2063 
E-mail: david.abbott@lbhf.gov.uk 
 

 
 

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1.1 The Committee is asked to review its work programme. 
 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

2.1 The Committee is asked to review the proposed work programme and suggest 
changes or further items for consideration where appropriate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000 

LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT 
None. 

LIST OF APPENDICES: 
Appendix 1 – Work Programme 
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Updated 2 May 2017 

CEPAC Work Programme 2017-18 
 
 

NEW MUNICIPAL YEAR 

 
12 June 2017  Report deadline: 29 May 

 Supplementary Schools in H&F 
 
11 September 2017 Report deadline: 28 August 

 Transitions task group – final report and recommendations of the task 
group. 

 Mental Health Update – update on the work of the CAMHS task group. 
 
13 November 2017  Report deadline: 30 October 
 
29 January 2018  Report deadline: 15 January 
 
12 March 2018  Report deadline: 26 February 
 
23 April 2018  Report deadline: 9 April 
 

 
Requested Items 

 School Playground Safety 

 Permanency and Adoption and Fostering – June? 

 Update on the Arts Strategy (for young people) - arts in schools, links with 
local arts venues, activities for young people etc. 

 Troubled Families Phase 2 

 Family Learning 

 Schools Workload Kitemark – Explore the possibility of introducing a 
workload kite mark for schools - a scheme was running in Nottingham and 
was being trialled in Ealing – aimed at reducing the workload of teachers and 
improving recruitment and retention. 

 Placement Review (Commissioning) 

 Medical plans in schools - on the implementation and awareness of medical 
plans for young people. To include how plans are communicated internally 
and how incidents are recorded relating to such plans. How are medical 
conditions flagged to visiting staff - e.g. people running cycling proficiency. 

 Skills for young people - The Chair requested a further report on 
preparation for work, careers guidance, and career related opportunities. She 
asked that the Youth Council be consulted on the report and that the report 
author attended one of their meetings to listen to their concerns and ideas for 
improvements to the current offer. 
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